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Car Directions from A487 (Traffic from the South): Penparcau Road - turn left on the roundabout, signposted to Aber-
ystwyth. Drive long 1st Avenue Penparcau past the Fire Station and over the Bridge straight into Bridge St. At the top of Bridge
St turn left (effectively straight on) onto Pier St and continue to the end where The Cambria is on the left hand side.

Car Direction from A487 (Traffic from the North): Drive down Bronglais Hill (past the University on the left) and fol-
low the one way system past the Train Station to the roundabout and take the second exit off (effectively straight on). Con-
tinue to the “T” junction and turn right onto Bridge St. At the top of Bridge St turn left (effectively straight on) onto Pier St
and continue to the end where The Cambria is on the left hand side.

Car Directions from A44 (Traffic from the East): Take the 1st left exit on the Llanbadarn roundabout and continue to
second roundabout and take the first left exit again and go across the railway line crossing. Continue to the third roundabout
and take the 1st exit up the hill towards Penparcau. Once at the top of the hill take the second exit on the roundabout onto
1st Avenue Penparcau. From here, please use the Car Directions from the A487 (Traffic from the South) to get to HazRes.

Walking Directions from Train Station: Exit the front of the Train Station and go left to the roundabout and take the
second exit off (effectively straight on). From here, please use the Car Directions from the A487 (Traffic from the North) to
get to HazRes.

Google Maps Link:
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps/ms?ie=UTF8&hl=en&msa=0&msid=108203001463443039338.00046486a90a482653f71&ll=52.41
2132,-4.070778&spn=0.019162,0.05579&z=15


